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T
he performance-driven hunter
doesn’t have to strive for burning
speed with the same obsessive-

ness and unconventional approaches
he once employed. The newest bow
models include all the speed most
archers can handle right off the rack.
Combine this inherent potential with
the light carbon-arrow rage and 300
feet per second (fps) hunting arrows are
certainly obtainable. Of course,“fast” is a
relative term, with draw weight and
length often conspiring to make 300 fps
unrealistic for many. Still, the average
bow can be expected to reach 250 to

270 fps; plenty fast for any hunting situ-
ation. This has caused some difficulties,
as many archers who thought they
knew something of bow tuning are sud-
denly finding they are completely lost.

Enter the mechanical broadhead,
seen by many as the end-all panacea to
tuning ills.

This has become a particular pet
peeve: Simply because a broadhead
design pardons sloppy tuning is no real
excuse to take to the field with equip-
ment so assembled. Sure, the arrow may
impact more or less where it’s directed,
but maximum penetration depends on

perfect arrow
tracking after
impact, with
arrows that are not
slapping wound-
channel edges
while passing
through an animal.
As a big-game
guide I’ve wit-
nessed this sce-
nario repeated too
often; a sport
unable to properly
tune the equip-
ment screws
mechanicals onto
their arrows and
calls the problem
fixed.

Then, too,
there are those
who, for one rea-
son or another,

simply don’t wish to shoot a mechanical
head. The industry has taken this situa-
tion to heart, creating new fixed-blade
designs that fly true at even the highest
arrows speeds. Tighter tolerances and
more precise finished products have
made true broadhead flight at high
speeds easier to achieve, but so, too,
have new profiles and designs engi-
neered to maximize aerodynamics. The
recent mini-head trend could be used
as a prime illustration; or innovations
such as helical-edged blades.This atten-
tion to detail has reached such a zenith
that even many major-brand cut-on-
contact heads can be included under
the built-for-speed blanket heading.

Speed is also a product of mass
weight, since dropping 25 grains of
head weight automatically boosts
velocity 5 to 7 fps. Consequently, 100
grains has become the ideal for archers
seeking additional speed to flatten tra-
jectory. When taking things to extremes
still more speed is easily gained by look-
ing to broadhead weights of 90, 85, 75,
in the exceptional case, even 55 grains.
Smart engineering means you give up
nothing in dependability by dropping
to these head weights, though you may
give up something in cutting diameter.

Too, there are a good number of
feather-weight carbon shafts suddenly
available that ask for such light broad-
head weight to provide optimal Front of
Center, or F.O.C., balance (9 to 12 per-
cent is typically accepted). The newest
vane technology, drop-away arrow
rests, the widespread acceptance of

Scott Mackie came to the Kinsey’s Dealer Show armed with
displays that show how Crimson Talon heads spin as they
fly to, and through, the game animal. 2XJ Enterprises makes
a wide variety of speed heads, from mechanical designs to
cut-on-contact. Shown left to right; Black Mamba mechani-
cal, Crimson Talon fixed-blade, Crimson Tusker, Viper
Venom cut-on-contact, Crimson Croc, and Crimson Raptor
cut-on-contact/mechanical. Call (410) 658-9660.
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release aids, as examples, further blur
tuning standards, as they prove more
forgiving, tolerant of less-than-perfect
F.O.C. and the unforgiving nature of
speed itself. In a very short time control-
lable speed has taken on an altogether
different paragon.

In the process of assembling this
piece I found that deciding what consti-
tuted a “speed head,”and which did not,
became subjective, the term “speed
head” being as relative as the word
speed itself. A head might fly well in
your setup at 270 fps, but just might not
perform in mine pushing 300 fps. To
avoid confusion I devised a system –
based on 26 years of launching broad-
heads, first-hand experience when pos-
sible, and simple impressions. Heads
with a (1) rating are those I believe will
fly at any speed, and more than 300 fps.
A (1.5) has those speed capabilities, but
only from perfectly-tuned bow/arrow
combinations, and a perfect release. A
(2) would handle 270 to 290 fps, a (3)
270 fps and slower (All from properly-
tuned bows!).These are only my conser-
vative opinions, and you may experi-
ence different results.

2XJ Enterprises/Crimson Talon 
Mechanical Designs: The new,

100-grain Black Mamba has several
interesting and unique features, all
designed for optimum (1) accuracy at
speed. They use Crimson Talon’s patent-
ed Spin-Tite Airfoil Technology, with
“variable degree axial flow airfoils,” or
helical-blade design, to increase spin
rate for added accuracy at any speed.
The three replaceable, .030-inch- thick
blades are deployed using power-assist-
ed Inertia Trigger Cam for friction-less
opening of blades and less loss of ener-
gy. These open to 1 1/16 inches. The
steel nose features a turbine-like Spiral-
Kut Tip that combined with spiral-cut
blades creates greater hemorrhaging
and wider blood trails. The aluminum
ferrule includes a two-toned black/silver
camouflage anodized finish.

Replaceable Blade: The original
Crimson Talon unleashed the compa-
ny’s Spin-Tite, spiral-cut technology,
helical blades enabling a head with
1.25-inch wide cutting diameter to fly
like heads with much narrower widths. I
give thise a (1.5) rating. The V-Lock
blade anchoring system also creates

59.8-degree Offset Kore-Cut bleeder
blades to increase tissue damage. The
three replaceable blade/bleeder units
(creating a six-blade head) are .020-
inch-thick stainless steel. The three-
edged, trocar tip is made of tough tool
steel. They are offered in 90 and 100
grains. I’m always suspicious of new
products that seem to be a gimmick,
but these heads live up to advertised
claims. In fact, I used a 100-grain model
on a huge Midwestern deer last fall, with
devastating results, and blast-through
penetration. I didn’t get the opportunity
to test claims of wider blood trails, as
the buck fell within sight, 20 yards from
the stand.

The Crimson Tusker – also a (1.5)
head — has identical specs to the
Crimson Talon, but in a two-blade (plus
low-profile bleeders) design made for
increased penetration on tough game.
The ferrule also includes black-on-red
Ferrule-Flage anodizing. Using my
recurve bow, I shot a javelina with a 125
grain Tusker in tight cover, a case when I
did have to rely on a blood trail to recov-
er my animal. In this case the advertised
benefits of wider blood trails were
apparent and much appreciated.

Cut-On-Contact: The Viper Venom
is a “non-traditional” choice I’ve had the
opportunity to field test on a couple
occasions while exercising my wholly
traditional recurve bows (In 1.5-inch

wide 125-grain model). I shot a great
Kansas buck and an eating-fat doe with
these heads from my Hoyt GameMaster
recurve and neither deer made it out of
sight. Spin-Tite Technology allows a
devastating, 1.25-inch-wide Spiral
Wound Channel from the lighter 100-
grain model. I’ll give those a (1.5) speed
rating.The rugged cutting main blade is
made of .040-inch- thick stainless, and
the Razor-Fang bleeders  are .020-inch
thick, both set in the milled aluminum
ferrule with opposing set screws. The
ferrule sports a handsome and func-
tional green-on-gold camo anodize fin-
ish. This is a deep-driving, wide-cutting
head that is easy to tune on even speed
bows, but check regulations in your
state as the head could be construed as
“barbed” by a detail-minded conserva-
tion officer.

The Crimson Croc is the newest cut-
on-contact in the line-up, a classic 3-to-
1 ratio head with 59.8-degree offset
bleeders, and serration along half of its
Spin-Tite cutting edge. The .040-inch-
thick main blade of Teflon coated stain-
less is held on the camo-anodized fer-
rule with set screws, and is teamed with
replaceable bleeders of .020-inch thick-
ness.The 100-grain model cuts 7/8 inch-
es to give it a (1) rating.

The Crimson Raptor combines the
deep-penetrating qualities of a Spin-
Tite, .040-inch, 7/8-inch-wide cut-on-

AfterShock Archery President Arshag
Odabachian (facing camera at center) was-
pleased with dealer traffic at the 2005
Kinsey’s Archery Dealer Show. HyperShock
heads shown in 80 and 100-grains open the
blades after the long point slices through
hide, saving energy for deep penetration
and pass-throughs. Call (248) 363-6622.
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contact main blade, with two .030-inch-
thick, 59.8-degree offset mechanical
blades opening to 1.5 inches – com-
bined to glean a (1) speed rating. The
design uses the same friction-less blade
deployment of the Black Mamba (see
mechanicals above).

All Crimson Talon heads fly best
with right-hand helical fletchings that
work in concert with the broadheads.
Using left-hand fletch can produce wild
flight; as I once accidentally discovered
on a Texas bowhunt after a mix-up with
my arrows. Luckily the target was only a
corn-pilfering raccoon.

AfterShock Archery
Mechanical Designs: A lot of start-

up archery companies claim innovation,
but AfterShock actually pulls it off.These
heads use an original design to bring
new-found reliability and performance
to the mechanical category, and earn a
solid (1) for flight in all models and
weights. The company labels their
deployment design “Physical” technolo-
gy. It incorporates a non-wedging, pen-
etrate-first-then-deploy blade geome-
try and patent-pending inboard Center-
of-Gravity blade physics. Blades will not
open during release, even from the
most powerful compounds or cross-
bows, because the acceleration holds
them closed, but the same center of
gravity design absolutely assures open-
ing on target. On impact and resulting

deceleration, trip levers, and blade
geometry aid deployment of blades
instead of hindering them. An O-ring
keeps blades in place while handling,
and resets blades should a trip lever
encounter resistance in flight (such as a
tree branch) or while being pushed into
a bow quiver. This design is at the core
of AfterShock’s design, but is not all
there is to it.

The one-piece ferrule/cutting 4-
Play tip is milled from billet 7075-T6 alu-
minum, then Type 3S hardcoat
anodized, making it extremely hard and
durable. The 4-Play tip is aligned with
the blades for added flight aerodynam-
ics, and cuts and fractures hide and
bone, allowing blades to deploy inside
the body cavity for increased energy
retention. Two curved “samurai-style,”
stainless blades slice, rather than chop
and waste energy. Blade cross-over cre-
ates a center “bleeder” region from the
opposite side, and also helps initiate
blade deployment. The blades use the
pivoting/anchoring points (steel set
screws) of the other as stops, a compres-
sion design, rather than shear which can
cause failure. Overall, the design proves
field-point accurate at the fastest
speeds and longest ranges.

The HyperShock is available in new
80-grain with 1.375-inch cut, 100-grain
with 1.99-inch cut, and 100-grain
Gobbler with 2-inch cutting diameter.

American Broadhead
Cut-On-Contact: The American

Sonic is one of the most novel new
broadhead designs of the past few
years. The ultra-short head (.75-inch
from tip to blade rear) incorporates
three replaceable, hardened .036-inch-
thick, Zero Plane Technology blades
that merge perfectly at the tip to create
an extremely strong, three-blade, cut-
on-contact design with a (1) speed rat-
ing. The rear locking nut threads down
the ferrule body, both parts milled of
high-grade steel in heavier heads, air-
craft aluminum in lighter heads, with a
mid-point blade-locking spur that
assures reliability. The entire head – 75,
85, or 100 grain – is compact enough to
provide exceptional grouping qualities,
many times actually hitting in the same
hole as field points at speeds exceeding
300 fps. In fact, American Broadhead
Company shooting-machine tests have
shown that their heads are capable of
grouping in a single hole after 20 shots.
The 75- and 100-grain heads cut 7/8
inch, the 85 1 inch.

The newer Liberty offers a slightly
wider cutting diameter of 1 3/16 inches
–earning a (1.5) rating — with alu-
minum ferrule and steel locking collar,
but otherwise has the same accurate,
uncompromising construction.

Arrowdynamic Solutions
Replaceable Blade: From the mak-

ers of the unusual Gobbler Guillotine,
Arrowdynamic Solutions is again think-
ing outside the box with their attention-
grabbing Atom. The (1)-rated design
begins with a one-piece titanium fer-
rule/cutting tip, holding razor-wire
“blades” in wrap-around loops. The low-
diameter, spring-steel razor wire not
only eliminates all wind-bearing surface
area to make wind planing impossible,
but is devastatingly sharp. The design
allows cutting edges to roll around

Ballistic Archery/Steel Force are best known for their precision cut-on-contact designs.
The new three-blade Venom gives Steel Force fans a replaceable-blade option in a
straight-flying head, shown left. Other speed heads from Steel Force cut on contact,
including, left to right from Venom; 65-grain Titanium Sabertooth, 75-grain Sabertooth,
85-grain Sabertooth, and 100-grain Sabertooth. Call (609) 397-1990.

A prototype of the new
Atom, shown with

unsharpened 
titanium 

wire blades.
Call (512) 

515-6299.
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encountered bone, then spring back
into lethal cutting diameter after pass-
ing. Since wind planing is nonexistent,
Atom heads should allow field-point
grouping at any speed customers are
capable of wringing from their equip-
ment, and as far as they care to shoot. A
four-edged, hollow-ground tip leads the
way to four cutting edges. Look for the
Atom initially in 100-grain models.

Ballistic Archery/Steel Force
Replaceable Blade: The new

Venom Series offers the speed shooter a
high-quality three-blade design with a
three-edged, cut-on-impact tip for
deeper penetration. Steel Force’s
patented blade-locking system keeps
cutting edges secure after punishing
hits. The front of each blade extends
deep into the sharp stainless tip and
locks into the top of the ferrule. A quick-
change, nik-lock washer secures the rear
of the blades.The scary-sharp blades are
situated in line with the tip to further
assure pass-through shots and heavy
blood trails. They come fully assembled
and ready to shoot, and provide straight
flight from fast rigs, without noise. They
are available in 85-grain with .020-thick
blades, and 100-grain with .025 blades,
serrated or non-serrated, a (1.5) rating
coming from cutting diameters of an
even inch.

Cut-On-Contact: Steel Force
deserves much of the credit for setting
the cut-on-contact trend into renewed
motion. A glance at these heads and
their 3-to-1 main-blade cutting ratio
tells you they will penetrate like nothing
else, but they are also built to exacting
tolerances so they can also be counted
on to fly straight from even speed rigs.
In fact, I’ve used Steel Force heads to
take everything from 1,500-pound
African Eland to dainty Deep South
whitetail, and from bows shooting up to
290 fps. I once pinwheeled a Zimbabwe
warthog at better than 60 yards.

Steel Force offers a blizzard of
options, from the Hellfire, Titanium,
Stainless Steel, Premium and
Sabertooth Series. The Hellfire was
named after the military missile of the
same name, combining aerospace .052-
inch-thick titanium main blades with
longer, thicker secondary steel blades to
give you a true four-blade head.The two
blade pieces work together in an exclu-

sive counter force design to make each
blade twice as strong in the front of the
ferrule tip.They are offered in 100-grain,
serrated and non-serrated, and cut 1-
inch wide, with a low profile that also
makes them a good choice for cross-
bows and deserving of a (1.5-2) rating.

Stainless Steel Premium heads are
non-serrated, made with stainless
blades and milled aluminum ferrule.The
85-grain includes a .040-thick blade and
cuts 7/8 inch, a true (1) head. It also
comes in a two-blade and four-blade
100-grain, with .048-thick blades and
(1.5), 1-inch cut. Sabertooth models
include serrations on the rear half of the
blade, a feature that it seems to me
improves flight at higher speeds, per-
haps breaking up air flow better. This is
my opinion, not that of the manufactur-
er. At least I’ve been able to coax these
heads into pin-point accuracy from very
speedy bows. The 75- and 85-grain
models include .040-inch main blades,
the 75 is a two-blade, the 85 has a
bleeder, both cutting 7/8 inch, for a (1)
speed rating. One hundred-grain mod-
els include a two- and four-blade
model, cutting 1- and 1 3/16 inches,
respectively; the latter possibly a tad
large for the fastest rigs and earning a
(3).

Titanium Sabertooth Series heads
are offered in 65, 75, 85, and 100 grains,
all including .052-inch-thick main
blades. The 65- and 75 include a 7/8-
inch cut, the 65 is a two-blade, the 75
has a steel bleeder, all (1) approved. The
85 and 100 cut 1- and 1 3/16-inch holes,
both including steel bleeder, and earn
(1.5) and (3), respectively. All Titanium
models include serrated main blades.

The Talon Series includes forward-
facing ripper teeth intended to limit
pass-through penetration and increase
tissue, bone damage, and overall shock
on turkey. In 100 grains they are 1-inch
wide, and provide (1.5) flight.Talons are
not intended for large game animals.

All Titanium and Stainless
Sabertooth, Stainless Steel Premium,
and Hellfire heads include lifetime
sharpening of main blades.

Barrie Archery
Mechanical Designs: Barrie is a

one-stop shop for all broadhead needs.
Their mechanical options are vast and
made to fit any need from beefy big

game to turkey. The new Snyper XP3
takes the efficient and proven Snyper
design and transforms it into a popular
three-blade design. In addition to three
.027-inch-thick blades, it’s fitted with a
unique three-edged Devastator Tip that
slices through hide and splits bone,
eliminating kick-out during angled hits.
Razor-sharp blades open with Barrie’s
Cam Action Blade System, as the wedg-
ing blades open when pushed rearward
during impact, a design retaining maxi-
mum energy while deploying. The head
is 5/8-inch closed, opening to 1 1/8
inches, and weighs 100 grains.

The original Snyper two-blade (plus
cross-cut leading tip) mechanical has
emerged as one of my favorites in a
deep-penetrating deployable-blade
design. I’ve  used them to take tough
African game, while friends have taken
bull elk with them. The cross-cut stain-
less Slayr Tip cuts on contact, and is held
in place by a rugged set screw. The two
stainless blades are a dependable .035-
inch thick.

The 100-grain Gator XP also wears a
cutting Slayr Tip, but has a scissoring
design deployed without O-rings.
Forward spurs are 11/16-inch wide
closed, levering blades open to 2 inches
on impact. The free-floating blade
design allows cutting edges to roll
around bone, and open to full cutting
diameter after passing. They are also
brutal on turkey. The two stainless
blades are .030 thick.

When looking for maximum pene-
tration in a mechanical design, the 100-
grain Ironhead XP is hard to beat. It
starts with a cutting Slayr Tip, opposed
by cross-cutting 1 1/8-inch-wide, .030-
thick blades. It’s 5/8-inch closed for
superior flight, with a design that elimi-
nates O-rings for maximum energy
transfer. The one-piece body is made
entirely of stainless steel, short and
stout at 100 grains.

The 100-grain Revolution also
approaches mechanical function differ-
ently. Three .030-inch-thick blades ride
in a one-piece, slide-on replacement
cartridge, held at the blade rear edges
by an O-ring. It measures 5/8-inch
closed, but on impact the blade car-
tridge slides back to cam blades open to
1 3/8 inches. The hollow-ground, Tri-Cut
Tip is pre-aligned with blades for effi-
cient energy transfer. The Original
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includes an aircraft-aluminum ferrule,
while near-indestructible Titanium
models are also offered.

The Assassin and Rocky’s Xtreme
follow popular 180-degree-swing
design, and are held by an O-ring or
light rubber band. The Assassin comes
in 85- and 100-grain models, with high
carbon steel Power Point tip, opening to
a nasty 1.5 inches, a great choice for
hard-to-anchor turkey. The three blades
are .030-inch-thick stainless steel, with a
patented self-centering stainless collar
for perfect broadhead-to-insert inter-
face. Rocky’s Xtreme is 100 grains, with a
cutting trocar tip aligned with three
.030-inch-thick blades leading the way
to a 1 3/8-inch cut. It also includes a cen-
tering collar.

All Barrie mechanicals earn solid
(1)s for speed flight.

Replaceable Blade: The Ti Series,
with one-piece titanium tri-cut tip/fer-
rule and three .030-inch thick, vented,
stainless blades is one tough cookie.
Titanium has nearly the strength of
steel, but the weight of aluminum.
Blades align behind the cutting tip, with
85- and 100-grain models offering a 1
1/8-inch cutting diameter and (1.5) rat-
ings. I recall a particular bull elk I tagged
with a Ti 100, a very long shot on a behe-
moth bull, and finding the arrow stuck
into a sapling well beyond where the
bull had accepted my arrow. It was
impressive.

The Turbo epitomizes the recent
mini broadhead trend, a head as wide as
it is long to minimize blade surface and
wind planing and rate a (1). The Turbo

incorporates Bi-Directional blade
design, allowing the hunter to off-set
the blades to accommodate left- or
right-hand helical fletching for
increased rotational stability and
improved accuracy and penetration.
The three .030-inch-thick blades are
held in the one-piece stainless steel
body with set screws. A Tri-Cut tip is
milled directly into the ferrule tip, mak-
ing this a compact but bullet-proof
head that cuts 1 1/8 inches.

Rocky’s Advantage includes an alu-
minum ferrule and Tri-Cut tip aligned
with the three .030-inch Ti-style blades
for an accurate 1 1/8-inch, (1.5)-rated
blade diameter, in a more economic
package. The 100-grain head includes a
self-centering, stainless collar, plus a
threaded locking collar. The three-blade
Premier line has been around a while, a
design good enough to stand the test
of time. I shot my first Columbia black-
tail deer 15 years ago with a Premier
100, a stout wild boar during the same
hunt, and these heads remain as viable
today as they were then. In 75 grains the
(1)-rated Premier cuts 1 1/8 inches, a
true speed head for ultra-weight arrows,
the 100 cutting 1 3/16 inches for a (2).
The blades on both are .030 inch thick,
while the aluminum ferrule has a high
carbon steel Power Point. The self-cen-
tering collar assures perfect broadhead-
to-insert interface.

The Razor Lite 100 includes high
carbon steel Tri-Cut Tip that aligns with
the three .030-inch-thick blades, self-
centering stainless collar, and 1 1/8-inch
cutting diameter. It has a more gradual

attack angle for increased penetration
potential. The Warhead 100 Fixed
resembles the Rocky’s Xtreme mechani-
cal, with Tri-Cut Tip, but holds three fixed
.030 blades that cut 1 1/8 inches wide.
Give both (1.5) ratings.

Cut-On-Contact: Slayr cut-on-con-
tact tip technology separates several
Barrie replaceable-blade heads from the
competition, turning them into deep-
slicing heads for the largest game. The
Supreme XP is a 100-grain head with
Slayr razor tip, held in a stainless steel tip
with set screw, leading three .030-inch
blades set in an aircraft aluminum body.
The Ti-style blades cut 1 1/8 inches, for
(1.5) speed. The Ironhead 100 qualifies
as a mini head and (1) rating, short but
stout, cutting 1 inch, lead by a set-screw-
secured Slayr Tip. The one-piece body is
constructed of stainless steel for ulti-
mate ruggedness, in a compact, super-
accurate design.

The Tradition resembles the
Ironhead 100 in its compact lines and
(1) rating, but includes a thicker, one-
piece, two-edged main blade held by
set screws, lead by an opposing Slayr Tip
that creates an elliptical wound canal.
The one-piece stainless steel body, and
incredible .045-inch-thick main blade
make this 15/16-inch-wide head tough
as nails.

Eastman Outdoors
Mechanical Designs: The new

FirstCut ST3 85/100 Titanium gives the
archer the best of cut-on-contact lead-
ing edge, and wide-cutting deployable
design. A 7/16-inch cut-on-contact lead
blade is set in the ferrule tip with set
screw, followed by three .031-inch
blades opening to 1.5 inches.The ferrule
is titanium-coated aircraft-grade alu-
minum, with weight collar options to
create 85- or 100-grain weight. The
FirstCut EXP is a time-proven design
including .50-inch cutting tip and two
1.25-inch-wide expandable blades set
90 degrees to the tip. The leading tip
blade is .047-inch thick, the deployable

44

BELOW: Barrie offers something for any need, including, from left; new Snyper XP3,
Snyper, Gator XP, Ironhead XP, Revolution, Assassin and Rocky’s Xtreme mechanicals; Ti
85 and 100 (100 shown), Turbo, Rocky’s Advantage, Premier, Razor Lite replaceable
blade; and supreme XP, Ironhead 100, and Tradition cut-on-contacts. Call (507) 835-3859.
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blades .031. The swinging blades are
held in place during flight by a light rub-
ber band on both three- and two-blade
models.

The Stiletto SS 85/100 is an
extremely aggressive two-blade
mechanical lead by a tri-vex stainless
tip. Opening to 2 inches, this model has
dog-leg blades held nearly 90 degrees
to the arrow shaft upon deployment.
The blades are .031 inches thick.This is a
head recommended for turkey. Weight
adjustment collars allows either a 85- or
100-grain head. The Silver Strike has a
titanium-coated tri-vex tip and three
.031-inch blades that open to 1.5 inch-
es. It also has weight adjustment collars
to create a 85- or 100-grain broadhead.

All of the above can be counted on
for (1) flight characteristics.

Replaceable Blade: The new
Titanium Tri-Loc Lightning 100 features
titanium-coated trocar tip that pro-
motes penetration on impact, and
three-point blade-locking design. The
aluminum ferrule is scalloped for extra
strength. Its three blades are .031-inch-
thick and cut 1 1/8 inches wide, for a
(1.5) rating. The Sabre Titanium 100 is a
more economical option, with Ti-coated
aluminum ferrule, trocar tip and hard-
ened steel collar. The three blades are

.020-inch-thick stain-
less, creating a 1 1/8-
inch cutting diameter
and a (1.5) rating.

Last year’s Ti-2
Extreme Titanium
Broadheads are
Eastman’s contribu-
tion to the mini-head
craze, the 100-grain
model offering trim
lines and 1-inch cut
for a (1) rating. The
. 0 1 7 - i n c h - t h i c k

blades ride in a one-piece, Ti-coated
steel ferrule/trocar cutting tip for added
strength and durability, held in place by
a Ti-coated locking collar.

Cut-On-Contact: The FirstCut EXP
Magnum offers insurance from failure,
since it is lead by full-sized, 1-inch wide,
.047-inch thick cut-on-contact main
blade that gives it a (2) rating, backed
by two opposed, .031-inch swing blades
opening 1.25 inches in the 100-grain
model. The mechanical blades are held
in place during flight by a light rubber
band.

The new Tri-Loc ST3 Titanium is a
replaceable-blade head with leading
cut-on-contact blade built into a titani-
um-coated trocar tip, secured before
three .031 inch, vented blades. The 100-
grain head includes a scalloped alu-
minum ferrule, and titanium-coated
locking collar. It cuts 1 1/8 inches wide
for a (1.5) rating.

The FirstCut 90 is a simple but effec-
tive head, a two-blade design with .047-
inch blade secured with set screws into
aircraft-grade aluminum ferrule. The
short overall length, and conservative 1
1/8-inch cutting diameter makes this a
traditional-style head that flies at mod-
ern bow speeds to earn a (1.5) rating.
These heads so appealed to my first

African Professional
Hunter that he liberated
all I had with me before I
returned to the States
after my successful safari.

G5 Outdoors
M e c h a n i c a l

Designs: G5’s Monoflow
stainless-steel molding
process has allowed G5
to break from conven-
tional lines and create

solid one-piece designs that are not
only rock tough, but pin-point accurate
at high speeds. The new-and-improved
Tekan II are wicked little heads combin-
ing one-piece cut-on-contact tip/fer-
rule/threads with two molded, oppos-
ing deployable blades for top-notch
arrow flight, deep penetration, and
rugged dependability. The 100-grain
version includes a 5/9-inch wide knife
tip, the two rearward-sliding expanding
blades cutting 1 5/16 inches when fully
open. The tip is reinforced, the
Monoflow blades .040-inch thick, with
.002-inch straightness tolerances. This is
another head that might not pass
barbed restrictions with an officer with
an itch to scribble a ticket, so check reg-
ulations carefully in your state or
province, but it does rate a (1). Non-
opening practice blades will be avail-
able this year..

Cut-On-Contact: The B-52 two-
blade follows traditional lines, but incor-
porates high-tech Monoflow, one-piece,
solid stainless steel construction. The
100-grain model is 1 1/8 inches wide,
with a 40-degree cutting edges, rein-
forced tip, and thick, multi-tapered
blades. With the company claiming a
.002-inch straightness tolerance, these
earn  a (1.5) rating.

The three-blade Montec is also
Monoflow one piece, from cutting tip to
threads. It comes in a 85-grain model,
cutting 1 inch –  a (1) head — and 100-
grain, cutting 1 1/8 inches – (1.5). Both
include durable 60-degree angled
edges, with tough multi-tapered blades
and .002-inch straightness tolerances.
The Preseason Montec comes in the
same grain weights and dimensions,
but is dulled to avoid injury and target
damage. Montecs have performed flaw-
lessly for me on many occasions, from a
world’s record African blesbok taken at
56 yards, to a recent recurve javelina.
They’ve never let me down, shooting
like darts from serious speed bows.

Grim Reaper
Mechanical Designs: Grim Reaper

distinguishes themselves with several
innovative features, the most striking
their Trocrazor Tip. This tool-steel trocar
tip includes razor-blade inserts set
behind the tip’s leading edges to slice
like a knife, set well ahead of the for-
ward-riding blades to eliminate kick-

Eastman Outdoors makes a wide variety of speed heads, from
mechanical designs to rugged cut-on-contacts. Some examples
available at press time include, left to right; FirstCut EXP 100
grain, Ti-2 Extreme three-blade 100-grain, FirstCut Magnum
100-grain, and FirstCut 90-grain. Call (810) 720-8791.

PHOTO BELOW: G5’s patented Monoflow one-piece con-
struction allows unique and rugged designs that cut on
contact, and fly true at speed. Included are, left to right;
Tekan II mechanical, B-52 two-blade, and 85 and 100-
grain, three-blade Montec. Call (810) 392-8431.
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outs on angled hits, creating a wide hole
for the broadhead ferrule to follow. The
Trocrazor blades are situated in-line
with the mechanical blades for maxi-
mum penetration. Newer Razorcut
models include cut-on-contact tips. The
QuickAssemble blade anchoring system
allows replacement blades to be
installed in seconds, with no set screws
or tools required. A new high-strength
steel cup holds the blade ring in place
for added durability. The Locknotch
Blade retention system includes no O-
rings or rubber bands, using less energy
to open. The aluminum ferrule is now
fluted for added strength, in 75-, 85- and
100-grains. These use Trocrazor blades
.015-inch thick, mechanical blades .030,
and are 1 3/8 inches wide after opening
or, 1 1/8 inches in 75-grain model.
Blades are 1.75 inches wide in the new
Extra, or get 2 inches by installing Tom
Bomb turkey Conversion Kit). The steel

cup allows the head to be shot as a
mechanical or fixed-blade head by lock-
ing open the blades, though barbed
restrictions might make this option
moot in your area.

I once took a nice Kodiak Island
Sitka blacktail with an 85-grain Grim
Reaper on a steep, downhill angle that
forced a high hit. It blasted through
tough backbone and created the kind
of hole that makes you think you’re fol-

lowing blood spilled from buckets.
The new DeathStar is field-point

accurate, with blades that rotate back to
a 1 3/8-inch cut. The SS Maxx Edge
blades are double edged to cut from
both directions, and .035-inch thick for
incredible strength. Penetration is start-
ed by a V-notched trocar steel tip,
offered in 85- and 100-grain models.

I rank all Grim Reaper mechanicals
as (1)s.

Replaceable Blade: Grim Reaper
entered the fixed-blade market with the
impressive three-blade Hades. Double-
edged blades cut going in or when
pulled out, and are locked in place via a
four-point internal locking system. The
SS Maxx Edge, .035-inch thick blades are
stepped down to the cutting edge for
added reliability, and are lead by a V-
notched trocar steel tip. Available in 85-
or 100-grains, it cuts 1 3/16 inches, with
(1.5) flight characteristics.

Largest Selection of 3D and Target Archery Equipment
Experienced, Highly Qualified Archery Techxperts
Quick Order Processing with Competitive Pricing
Huge Inventory of “Hard to Find Items”
Free Shipping on Orders over $250.00*
Volume Pricing to Qualified Dealers

WHEN IT COMES TO ARCHERY,
WE KNOW IT BEST...

ARCHERY IS ALL WE DO!

*Does not include oversize / weight items

Circle 197 on Response Card

During the Kinsey’s Dealer Show, Joshua Hartwell didn’t have any qualms about plac-
ing orders with Dave Coldwell (in red) for the different new models being introduced by
Grim Reaper. “I took my first deer last year with a Grim Reaper, and it absolutely
destroyed it.” Hartwell works at  Mayheads Sporting Goods, Norwich, New York.
Coldwell joined Grim Reaper last year as the National Sales and Marketing Director. In
the photo below, the new Death Star is shown under one of the original Razortips.

Kiss of Death
from HTM
Precision. Call
(877) 486-6224.
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HTM
Replaceable Blade: HTM Precision

Kiss of Death Broadheads use a unique,
patent-pending one-piece 440 C surgi-
cal steel blade cartridge revolving
around a steel ferrule. This is a (1)-rated
mini head perfectly balanced for high
speed accuracy and rugged depend-
ability. A unique coating further
enhances penetration. Blades and tip
can be easily resharpened after use. The
100-grain head provides a 1-inch cut-
ting diameter.

Magnus, Inc.
Cut-On-Contact: The Stinger

brought traditionally-rooted Magnus
into the high-tech arena, and made the
brand compatible with speed-bow set-
ups. They include a heavy main blade
anchored in an aircraft aluminum fer-
rule with steel set screws and sharp-
ened with Diamond Tip for splitting
bone. The Retainer Block-secured, dou-
ble-edged bleeder blades cut going in
or coming out. Four-blade models
include an 85-grain head 7/8-inch wide,

and a 100-grain 11/16 inch wide. A two-
blade version is 11/16-inch wide. The
newer BuzzCut 100-grain four-blade
includes a two-thirds serrated main
blade. Stingers can be counted on to fly
well at (1.5-2) ratings.

Mar-Den
Mechanical Designs: Mar-Den’s

Vortex heads were a mechanical origi-
nal. They come in six basic models for
any bowhunting application.The Vortex
Pro Extreme features super-hard chisel
tip and redesigned body that creates a
stronger and straighter head. The tip is
made of 4140 steel. The two-blade
design includes .032-inch thick stain-
less, spring-steel blades, providing a
legal cutting width of 7/8-inch when
closed. The 100-grain model opens to
an aggressive 2.75 inches. All Vortex
heads incorporate a safety O-ring to
keep blades from opening in flight.
These make devastating turkey heads,
or are for high-energy setups on larger
game. Vortex Solids follow exact specs
as the Pro Extreme, but include a one-
piece 7075 aircraft aluminum body/tip.

More broadhead choices from Grim Reaper. Shown right to left, 85-grain Grim Reaper
RazorTip, 100-grain Razorcut with new cut on contact tip, 100-grain Tom Bomb turkey
head with wide 2 inch cutting diameter, and new fixed-blade, three-blade Hades.
Coldwell said Jay Liechty is working an a 75 grain RazorTip. Call (801) 377-6199.

Circle 70 on Response Card
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Mini-Max Pro Extreme and Solids
deliver more conservative cutting diam-
eters and compact design for lower-
energy rigs. Otherwise the same con-
struction features apply. They are
offered in 75- and 100-grain models,

both opening to 2 inches after
deployed. Mini-Max Steel use super
tough, solid steel ferrule/cutting tip, in
75 and 100 grains, cutting 1.5 inches
wide, for greater penetration potential
and maximum strength.

The Mini-Max 3 comes in 80- and
100-grain models, and are three-blade
designs with Vortex lines and function.
They incorporate a ring-and-collar
blade retention system, allowing quick
blade replacement. They wear a hard-
ened chisel tip, and .032-inch thick
blades. The only difference in 80- and
100-grain models are blade-stop collar
material (aluminum or brass). Both cut 2
inches after opening fully, and retain
7/8-inch legal cutting diameter when
closed. I’ve tagged several spring turkey
with these heads, including two of my
latest, with instant anchoring and no
follow-up worries.They hit hard and put
gobblers down on the spot.

All of the heads so-far mentioned
gain (1) ratings.

The Swing’r differs from any other
broadhead design. The design allows a
1.5-inch, (3)-rated cutting diameter
without impeding penetration from
low-energy bows. It’s lead by a hard-
ened chisel point, with a two-blade
design secured at the front with a single
set screw and held at the rear with an O-
ring. After impact the O-ring disengages
and allows the blade to act as a pendu-
lum. When the blade encounters resis-
tance, such as bone, the blade swings
aside, straightening after to continue
cutting. The strong stainless, spring-
steel blade is easily replaced or resharp-
ened.

Muzzy Products
Replaceable Blade: John

Musacchia, Senior’s original interlock-
ing-blade Muzzy broadhead created a
benchmark by which all other broad-
head dependability would be judged.
These heads were the first to employ a
cutting, hollow-ground Trocar tip, and
inner-locking blades so they not only
create higher structural strength, but
make it nearly impossible to lose a
blade. The company offers a vast array
of heads built for speed, from 75- to
100-grains.

One hundred-grain options include
Screw-In Realtree 3-blade and camo-
ferruled 4-blade, standard 100-grain 3-
and 4-blade; six different 3-blade and
five 4-blade Glue-On 100-grain models
for pultruded carbon; plus three Glue-In
100-grain heads for ICS carbon and
A/C/C shafts. All 3-blade designs include
1 3/16-inch cutting diameters, while the

• Proprietary manufacturing process results in 
a bowstring that offers maximum performance! 

• Center serving technology renders the center 
   serving exceptionally secure and durable!

• Like every Zebra® bowstring, the BarracudaTM

features the patented “ZS” Twist® technology 
that revolutionized the world of bowstrings 
just over a decade ago and has won more

   tournament titles and prize money 
   than any other bowstring! The Zebra®

BarracudaTM

ZS Twist

One bundle of 
counter-clockwise 

twisted strands 
  (the “Z” strands)...

... the other bundle 
of clockwise 

twisted strands 
  (the “S” strands)...

... twisted together to form 
a single, balanced bowstring!

A division of Mathews, Inc. 
919 River Road, P.O. Box 367  •  Sparta, Wisconsin 54656  •  (608) 269-1235 

www.zebrastrings.com 
Patented

"

No other bowstring
offers all of these
advantages!

No other bowstring
offers all of these
advantages!

Circle 154 on Response Card
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4-blade cuts 1-inch. Glue-in/on heads
allow archers to lose the weight of the
insert, creating a streamlined connec-
tion; a true speed head for demanding
bowhunters. A 1-inch-cut 90-grain 4-
blade and 75-grain 3-blade are also
offered for flatter trajectory and added
speed.

My favorites have emerged as the
Realtree 3-blade and 90-grain 4-blade.
I’ve taken everything from musk-oxen
and caribou in the far northern reaches
of the arctic, to trophy bull elk near
home, to my best African kudu and sev-
eral of my biggest Midwestern whitetail
bucks with Muzzy heads, and have
never felt any qualms tipping my arrows
with them again and again.That big tro-
car tip seems to split the air in front of
the head to allow top-notch flight at the
highest speeds, giving them (1)s for
smaller-diameter heads, (1.5) in wider
sizes.

New Archery Products
Mechanical Designs: NAP has any-

thing your customer could possibly
need in the way of broadheads. Their
mechanical designs are no exception.
They make a deployable design for
every type of hunting in every land. The
Spitfire was the company’s first, a
benchmark head that has taken every-
thing from elk to turkey. They sport
hardened-steel, faceted Trophy Tip, and
.030-inch-thick Diamize-sharp blades.
They use patented snap-locking blade
retention, eliminating O-rings or rubber
bands, and keeping blades closed in
flight from even the fastest bows. The
scalloped Slimline aluminum ferrule is
one of the most structurally sound
designs in the industry. They are avail-

able in 85- and 100-grain three-blade,
the lighter cutting 1.25 inches, the heav-
ier 1.5 inches. For 2005 Spitfires all
include Micro-Grooved ferrule standard,
plus UBARs (Universal Broadhead
Adaptor Rings) to assure flush fit with
carbon or low-diameter aluminum
shafts — features once found only in
more expensive Pro Series heads. These
features provide maximum flight char-
acteristics and penetration. I’ve used
Spitfires on a wide variety of game, from
deer to turkey, never finding a reason to
fault them in any
way.

The new XP
Pro Series Spitfire
model offers cut-
on-contact tip, in
100-grains. The
Spitfire Gobbler
Getter includes a
cone-shaped bul-
let point for
added knock-
down power on
turkey, otherwise
is like the Spitfire.
I’ve shot some-
thing to the tune
of 25 turkey with
Gobbler Getters,
without losing a
one. Spitfire
Practice blades
allow pre-hunt
warm-up while
saving sharp
blades for the
field.

The  NAP
Shockwave is
another head I’ve

learned to trust, taking several very
good animals with them, including my
best Coues whitetail after a long 55-
yard shot. The design is lead by a bone-
crushing Tri-Vex point that actually cuts
on contact. The three .030-inch thick
blades are held during flight by an O-
ring situated at the rear of the blades,
set in a ring-groove to allow the blades
to cut the ring instantly on impact,
releasing all blades simultaneously.
Both 85- and 100-grain models cut 1.25
inches, the difference in weight made
by different sized tips.

The Scorpion XP holds a special
place in my heart because I shot one of
the best-ever Coues whitetail with a
prototype Scorpion that left a lasting
impression. The deer was 65 yards, I had
been unable to laser range him and my
guess was a bit off. I hit low and cen-
tered the buck’s shoulder knuckle.
Instead of disaster that Scorpion
smashed through bone and punched a
hole in his heart to drop him in short
order. He made Boone & Crockett. The
Scorpion essentially refines the the
Shockwave design, starting penetration
with a replaceable (via set screw) cut-

Circle 194 on Response Card

Muzzy’s original design needs no improvements, since the interlocking blades and
large trocar tip making it rugged and accurate. Shown right to left; Realtree 100-grain
3-blade, 100-grain 3-blade, Camo 100-grain 4-blade, 100-grain 4-blade, 90-grain 4-
blade, and 130 grain 4-blade. Call (770) 387-9300.
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on-contact tip blade. The ferrule
includes strengthening PowerGroove
flutes along its length, and three tough,
.030-inch- thick stainless blades. The
same rear O-ring blade retention
remains, opening to 1.25 inches at 100
grains.

All NAP mechanicals deserve a solid
(1) rating.

Replaceable Blade: The
Thunderhead three-blade has become
a venerable part of bowhunting; per-
haps more big-game animals have been
taken with this single head than all oth-
ers. Some have found the original so
effective they find no reason to try any-
thing else. The faceted Trophy Tip
smashes through bone, the scalloped
Slimline ferrule increases strength and
accuracy, and carries super-sharp
Diamize blades. The 85-grain model
includes .027-inch thick blades and 1
1/8-inch cutting diameter for (1) rating,
the 100-grain the same blade thickness
but cutting 1 3/16 for a rating of (1.5).
For 2005 Thunderheads include stan-
dard Micro-Grooved ferrules for
increased penetration and improved
high-speed flight, and UBAR washers. I
took some very nice African animals in
Africa recently with Thunderhead 100s,
and they proved to me once again of
the esteemed reputation of the 17-year-
old design.

NAP was part of the mini-head kick-
start, introducing the tiny Nitron and
Crossfire in 2004, heads nearly as wide

as they are long to reduce blade surface
area. The Nitron offers the strength of a
one-piece, hardened-steel Tri-Vex
tip/ferrule, with three stout, vented .030-
inch thick blades. The blades are held
front and rear, and with a mid-point set
screw, and have a 1 1/16-inch cutting
diameter. The Crossfire offers a world of
innovations, including: six-sided, nickel-
plated cutting point, patented flight-
control “golf-ball” dimples to keep air
from “sticking” to the ferrule, individual
rear blade spoilers, or “winglets,” that
work with right-hand fletching to rotate
the arrow faster and increase stability,
and easy-to-replace, one-piece-molded
440 steel ferrule center/blade cartridge
rotating on the center shaft. Blades
taper from a .040-inch thick base to .027
inch thick, with a 1 1/8-inch cutting
diameter allowing them to group with
field points. A Manitoba black bear I

took last year demonstrated just how
tough these heads really are. Upon
release the bruin turned suddenly and
took the arrow near a hip, but the head
drove into the opposite shoulder and
the trophy blackie didn’t make it 80
yards before piling up. The head was
completely intact. I confidently give
NAP mini heads (1) ratings.

Cut-On-Contact: The Razorbak
takes the traditional cut-on-contact
design to high-tech levels. From out-
ward appearances it’s like any other cut-
on-contact design; with .039-inch thick
main blade, .020-inch thick bleeder
blades, rounded cutting edge, and 1
1/8-inch cutting diameter in 100-grain
model. The difference is in the rotating
cartridge system allowing blades to
spin on a center axis for improved flight
and exceptional penetration with virtu-
ally no energy loss on impact. My test-
ing gives Razorbaks a (2.5) for flight.

RazorCaps
Cut-On-Contact: RazorCap design

gives you choices, mixing and matching

50

PHOTO BELOW: New Archery Products makes a head for every need from turkey to
moose. The newest models include, left to right; Spitfire 85 and 100, Pro Series Spitfire XP,
ShockWave 85 and 100, and Scorpion XP 100 mechanicals; Thunderhead 85 and 100,
Nitron, Crossfire replaceable blade, & Razorbak 100 cut-on-contact. Call (800) 323-1279.

Razor Cap’s Phil Muller came up with an design that allows one laser-welded blade unit
to be combined with various weight ferrules, to make a 100-grain speed head – shown
here at left – or heavy-weight traditional heads up to 200 grains. Call (609) 890-2010.
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ferrule types to create a speed head, or
heavy-weight traditional head. All
include rugged laser-welded, cut-on-
contact, .040-inch thick blade, and stain-
less construction. They are precision
hardened to 52 HRC and razor sharp.
The tight-spec replaceable blade unit
accepts weight ferrules for true flight
from a 3-to-1 ratio, 1 1/8-inch-wide
design and (1.5) rating. The lightest is a
100-grain head tough enough to sur-
vive hits on material as unlikely as con-
crete blocks. Blade units can be resharp-
ened for long life.

Rocket Aeroheads/Trophy Ridge
Mechanical Designs: Rocket made

some of the very first mechanical broad-
heads, deserving much credit for mak-
ing them widely accepted with the
bowhunting public. They still offer one
of the widest arrays of mechanical
heads in the industry, now under new
leadership by accessory heavyweight
Trophy Ridge.The newest offering is the
Recon XP, with cut-on-contact leading
XP Tip. They provide field-point accura-
cy with a Center Drive system, that
keeps Razor Cutter Blades enclosed
within the aluminum ferrule during
flight, held in place by a light rubber
band, forced out by its center piston on
impact. The .027-inch- thick blades
open to 1.5 inches. The head is offered
in 75 or 100 grains.

The Steelhead XP is a mini mechan-
ical similar in size to a field point in
flight, also including a cut-on-contact
tip, but has a solid steel body and stop
ring that gives it unmatched strength.
The three blades are held closed with a
light rubber band during flight, the
.027-inch thick blades opening to a con-
servative 1 1/8-inch cutting diameter in
100 grains when deployed, for maxi-
mum penetration. The original
Steelhead differs only in having a three-
edged, cutting Pathfinder tip instead of
an XP cut-on-contact. Though I tend to
remain traditionally minded in regards
to broadhead design, and mechanical
heads in particular, I’ve learned to trust
Steelhead design unconditionally. I’ve
even used them successfully in Africa
on a myriad of trophy animals, where
mechanical designs are typically
frowned on with unconditional certain-
ty. They penetrate like a fixed-blade
head, but fly accurately no matter the

Circle 124 on Response Card
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speed or range.
Sidewinder heads have served me

well on long-range deer and at least one
trophy pronghorn. The Pathfinder
sharpened steel tip and quick-opening
blades have proved devastating from
long-range speed rigs. The 100 includes
three .036-inch thick blades, retained in
flight with a light rubber band, opening
to 1.5 inches. The 3-LT 85 (grains) pro-
vides a speed edge, with four .036
blades that open to 1.5 inches.

The Slammerhead 90 (grain) was
designed for PSE staff shooter John
May, and is a three-blade design with
.027-inch thick blades and tri-edged
cutting tip, and 2-inch cutting diameter
for increased tissue damage from high-
energy outfits.The Hammerhead 3L 100
also cuts 2 inches, with .027-inch thick
blades held in place by a variable-posi-

tion rubber retainment band to control
opening speed, and larger forward
deployment spurs that make it one of
my favorite turkey heads. Hit a turkey
anywhere solid with this head and he’s
all yours. The Texas bird I just tagged
dropped on the spot after a
Hammerhead blow.

Mini Blaster and Wolverine heads
allow an added speed edge, the former
weighing 75 or 76 grains (76 including
larger deployment spurs), the latter 75 or
57, depending on whether you choose
four- or three blade. The Mini cuts 1.75
inches, the Wolverine 1.25 inches.

Replaceable Blade: The Ultimate
Steel represents Rockets contribution to
the mini-head rage, featuring solid-steel
ferrules holding unvented .036-inch
thick blades. The cutting Pathfinder Tip
is milled as part of the ferrule, with steel

blade-retaining
ring for complete
reliability. The
100-grain cuts
7/8 inch, the 75-
grain 1 inch with
a more aggres-
sive blade sweep
angle. Bacon
Skinner Blades
employ a wide
grind for spooky
sharpness. This is
a fixed-blade that
easily groups
with field-point
accuracy. I once
watched a friend
shoot a B&C
musk-oxen with a
1 0 0 - g r a i n
Ultimate Steel,
zipping through
the woolly beast
like hot butter.

All Rocket
heads mentioned
deserve (1)
placement.

Satellite Archery/
Escalade Sports

Replaceable Blade: The Mag series
are a tough yet economical choice for
customers who want their money’s
worth. It includes a bone-splitting hol-
low-ground, hardened-steel cutting tip
that aligns with three .020- or .027-inch-
thick vented blades for continuous cut-
ting action.The 75-grain model includes
.020-inch-thick blades, the 100-grain
model .027-inch, and both cut one inch
wide, for (1.5) ratings. The screw-in tip
and rear locking collar secure the blades
in an aircraft aluminum ferrule.

The 100-grain Straight Razor
includes a case-hardened steel tip that
begins with a three-edged cut-on-con-
tact tip that merges perfectly and at the
same attack angle as the three .027-
inch-thick vented blades for a continu-
ous cut from the moment of impact
through exit. Blades include outboard
swages for increased stability at high
speeds. The head cuts 1 1/10 inches
wide, and boasts (1) status.

Cut-On-Contact: The Titan four-
blade, cut-on-contact design stood the
test of time, as a modern aerodynamic
head with traditional lines that held its
own when other companies where
offering little but replaceable-blade
heads. It includes a true, .036-inch-thick
stainless steel main blade, .027-inch-
thick bleeders, and cuts 1 1/8 inches in
100 grains.This is a definite (2) head.The

Circle 67 on Response Card

Shawna Eva was telling retailers at the
Kinsey’s Show the new home of Rocket
Broadheads is Trophy Ridge, in Belgrade,
Montana. Call (406) 388-7781.
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main blade is easily resharpened, the
bleeders replaceable.

The original Fred Bear Razorhead
has undergone many design changes
over the years, but is one design that
has taken as much game as anything
out there. I still use them today in their
modern incarnations, to take animals as
varied as spring turkey with my recurve,
to wild boar with speedy compounds. A
resharpenable stainless steel main
blade is paired with a positive-locking
bleeder blade for four-blade devasta-
tion and two-blade flight characteris-
tics. The main blade is .040-inch-thick,
the thinner bleeder made to break away
after meeting bone to allow the head to
continue its course, both riding in an air-
craft-aluminum ferrule. The 100-grain
model cuts 1 1/16 inches wide, marking
it as a (2.5) head.

Simmons System 
Cut-On-Contact: Another compa-

ny with traditional roots, Simmons has
modernized its design for the com-
pound shooter. The new RazorShark is a
screw-in model with stainless blades set
in an aluminum ferrule with a front set
screw and locking rear collar. The main
and bleeder blades can be replaced, or
resharpened. A conservative 1.2-inch
cutting diameter, vented blades, and
.75-inch bleeder width should help this
cut-on-contact head fly straight, as well
as a concave blade-edge design, that
reduces nose surface area, by easing
into the final cutting width. It weighs
100 grains as a four-blade; removing the
bleeder creates a 95-grain two-blade.

The 100-grain Landshark features a
new locking bleeder system, this addi-
tional cutting blade weighing 5 grains.
The short, stout, all-steel head also
includes concave cutting edges, this

one 1 3/16 inches wide. All Simmons
heads are hand tuned at the factory to
assure straightness and true flight. I’ve
taken animals with Simmons’ heavier
models tipping traditional wood
arrows, and saw the sweeping blades
always slicing wound channels out of
proportion to their overall size for easy
follow up. Consider both (2) heads, and
reach Simmons at (205) 387-7174.

Sullivan Industries/Innerloc
Mechanical Designs: The EXP

Series includes two (1)-rated 100-grain
options, in a design that’s tough and

gives customers choices. The blades are
held in place in flight by a tiny, spring-
tension clip holding blades in place
when opened or closed, without O-rings
or rubber bands. The stop collar allows
customers to flip it and choose from
two cutting diameters, wider for smaller
animals or high-energy equipment, nar-
rower for deeper penetration. The head
is lead by a stainless, three-edged cut-
ting tip, the body made of aircraft alu-
minum. Both the new two-blade, and
original three-blade can be adjusted to
cut 1 1/8 or 1 7/16 inches after deploy-
ment.

Replaceable Blade: The Innerloc
system offers features assuring strength
and reliability. First, the three-edged,
stainless tip is milled as part of the
broadhead center shaft, running inside

Circle 116 on Response Card

www.americanbroadhead.com
6 0 3 . 8 2 2 . 1 0 6 1 3 REPLACEABLE BLADES

Like a .308 
for your bow.

Sullivan Industries/Innerloc’s broadheads have gained a reputation for rugged depend-
ability and field-point grouping qualities. Right to left; 100-grain EXP  two-blade and
three-blade mechanicals; 75-grain three-blade, 85-grain four-blade, 85-grain 2-blade,
95-grain two-blade, 100-grain four-blade, 100-grain three-blade, and 100-grain three-
blade Stainless Extreme (steel ferrule) replaceable blade designs. Call (706) 782-5863.
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the entire length of the aluminum fer-
rule, screwing into the thick base, trans-
ferring energy down the center axis on
impact. The blades include a radius-
angle bend at the anchoring base to
hug the insides of the ferrule shaft. The
center shaft holds them down the mid-
dle, locking and clamping tips tightly,
creating further structural strength and
rigidity.

The company offers a multitude of
options, including mini 75-grain 3-blade
and 85-grain 4-blade cutting 1 1/16-
inches wide, 2-blade 95-grain cutting 1
1/8, and four 100-grain models in a 1
1/8-inch cut 4-blade, two 1 1/8-inch 3-
blades, and a camoed 1 1/8-inch 3-
blade. All have aluminum ferrules. The
100-grain Stainless Extreme is a nail-
tough mini head with all-steel ferrule,
combined with Innerloc standard cen-
ter-shaft and L-blade features. The 3-
blade head cuts 1 1/16 inches. All fly
well at (1.5) speeds.

Tight Point
Replaceable Blade: The Shuttle T-

Lock Broadhead has noticeably differ-
ent lines, and a remarkably different
way to assure blade loss is impossible,

even after the hardest bone hits. Start
with a single-piece, three-edged cut-on-
contact stainless steel ferrule that
includes Tight Point O-Ring technology
to prevent broadheads from rattling or
working loose in a quiver or during
flight. The patented steel injection-
molding process creates a T-Lock blade
base that slides into precise slots in the
ferrule to eliminate blade loss. The
blades include a Dangerous Curves
design that delivers perfect flight and
cuts large entry and exit wounds, a con-
cave cutting edge that starts small and
works up to a 1 1/8-inch cutting diame-
ter in the last one third of the blade.The
blades are tapered and  non-vented
with a maximum thickness of a robust
.041 inches. They provide quiet and
accurate flight, a (1) rating, and maxi-
mum penetration.

Wac’em Archery
Cut-On-Contact: This is a spank-

ing-new company whose innovative
Triton pulled me out of the isles at the
January ATA Show in Indianapolis. The
c u t - o n - c o n t a c t ,
deeply-channeled tip
is milled as part of the
stainless steel ferrule
and threads. The tip is
easily resharpened
after use. Three .027-
inch thick stainless
blades slide into tang
slots behind the cut-
ting tip to create a
continuous cutting
edge, and allow easy
touch-up on a flat
stone before the
hunt. The “radii” blade
vents discourage
unwanted flight
noise, while encour-
aging top-notch accu-
racy. The mini-head
cutting diameter is 1
1/32 inches, the rating
(1).

Wasp       
Mechanical Designs: The Jak-

Hammer SST is a head I’ve taken a cou-
ple animals with; a 80-inch pronghorn
at 35 yards, a javelina at 20. Both animals
collapsed on the spot, devastated by
the head’s ravaging cutting diameter. It
features a pre-aligned SST tip —
Stainless Smart Tip — a three-edged,
cutting design. The blades are held in
place during flight by an O-ring, with
special blade backs that helps roll the
ring rearward on impact. Dental floss
can be wrapped around forward slots
for pre-season practice without
deployment. The 100-grain cuts 1.75
inches wide, the 75 1.25. By adding a
Wasp Select-a-Cut Washer to 100-grain
models hunters can choose 1.75- or
1.5-inch cut, the latter providing
increased penetration on bigger
game. The newer Jak-Hammer SST 1
1/4 100-grain cuts a more conservative
1.25 inches wide, for increased pene-
tration potential.

Give all of these heads (1)s.
Replaceable Blade: The Hammer

SST also includes a Stainless Smart Tip
pre-aligned with the three .020 or .027
blades (75 grain has the thinner
blades). The design also deeply recess-
es blade tips under the tip to stay in
place after punishing hits. The

Circle 176 on Response Card

Butch Summers gave dealers
at the Kinsey’s Archery Show a
look at Tight Point’s Shuttle T-
Lock. Blades on these heads
have a T-shaped base that
slides into a slot on the ferrule.
Summers said G5 has licensed
his firm to use the metal injec-
tion molding  process. Reach
Tight Point at (805) 341-6202.
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Hammer is offered in 75-, 85-, 90-, and
100-grains to assemble the perfect
balance on any arrow.The 75 cuts 1 1/8
inches, the others 1 1/16, for (1.5) rat-
ings. I’ve taken at least one trophy bull
elk with a Hammer, a complete pass-
through, a short trailing job. When I
admit to hunting elk with a replace-
able-blade head, that’s saying some-
thing, because I’m the guy who clung
to traditional cut-on-contact for
heavy-weight game bitterly until it
finally became impractical.

Wasp’s contribution to the mini
head craze includes the Boss and Boss
Bullet, heads with abbreviated blades
for reduced surface area and 1- and 1
1/8-inch cutting diameters and (1) rat-
ings. The Boss includes 1 1/8-inch cut-
ting diameter and three vented, .027-
inch-thick blades; the Bullet uses
unvented .027-inch blades and 1-inch
cutting diameter. The Boss comes in
100 grains, the Bullet 75 or 100. I was

wielding a screamer of a BowTech the
last time I visited Africa, and put a Boss
through the paces on a tough red har-
tebeest. I hit him where I aimed, then
watched him tip over from the blind, a
rare occurrence with tough Dark
Continent critters, and especially har-
tebeest.

Cut-On-Contact: The new Sharp
Shooter takes the age-old knife-edged
design and brings it into the high-tech
age. The sleek 100-grain head cuts an
inch wide, deserving of (1.5) status, a
four-blade design with tough .040-
inch-thick main blade and .027-inch-
thick bleeder. The special Self Aligning
Blade System assures top-notch accu-
racy, while its streamlined, cut-on-con-
tact lines assure the deepest penetra-

tion on the largest game.

Conclusion
Your customers have a great deal of

choices in terminal tackle. As a dealer, so
do you.There are an many great choices
for today’s fastest bows, from obvious
mechanical designs, to aerodynamic
replaceable-blade offerings, and deep-
penetrating cut-on-contacts. Every
archer has personal reasons for choos-
ing a favorite, from brand loyalty to past
experience. Stocking a wide variety of
brands and models assures sales when a
customer stocks up for the coming sea-
son. With today’s line-up of quality
heads, its simply tough to go wrong,
even from the fastest outfits.

Circle 45 on Response Card

Wasp’s Sharp Shooter is a cut-on-contact head designed to align
blades perfectly . A collar threads onto the grooves stamped into
the .040 inch thick main blade , drawing it down and capturing
the bleeder blades in the ferrule at the same time. Wasp is selling
them in clamshell 3-packs, fully assembled. This 100 grain head is

joined by a new Boss model for 2005, a four blade Boss that uses
the same .027 inch thick blades as the original 3 blade Boss. Wasp
kept it to the same popular 100 grain weight by giving the 4-
blade Boss a 1 1/10th inch cutting diameter. Reach Wasp in
Connecticut by calling (860) 283-0246.

Wac’em Archery’s new Triton broadhead
offers tight-grouping qualities at high
speeds, and rugged dependability. The
one-piece steel cutting tip and ferrule
merges three cut-on-contact edges per-
fectly with its rugged blades for deep pen-
etration. Reach Wac’em at (801) 283-0246.
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